MOBILE APP DEVELOPMENT PROFILE

SINCE 2012
DELIVER CREATIVE MOBILE APP
INTRODUCTION

- Pccube Softtech is a professional IT company, living & working since 2012 to fulfill your dreams.
- Its head branch is in Ahmedabad, India. We have dedicated resources to provide professional services across the globe.
- We have already assisted 795+ businesses to achieve their vision into reality.
- Pccube Softtech not only works for achieving dreams of businesses but also contributes in making businesses & people of India digital by offering base to top services with unique specialties.
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OUR FORTE

• Creativity

• Personalized Service
  (Availability at your time)

• Delivere on Time

• Proficient & Dedicated Team
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At Pccube Softtech, you will find any mobile app developed in a smart way. We have proficient & dedicated Android and iOS developers to work efficiently on your requirements using latest tools & technology. Though many businesses in the market are there to work on your vision, our team is best to choose to transform your vision into reality. People love us and our work for many reasons that include:

- Personalized design of an Application
- Custom backend
- Eye-catching UI/UX design
- Developers having hands-on & proven track record
- Delivery within given timeframe
- Easy to use structure
- App updates as tools & technology changes
- High security
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MAIN SERVICES INCLUDE

- Web development & designing
- Mobile application development
- Graphic designing
- Embedded hardware/software solution
- IoT development
- Digital Marketing
- Domain & Hosting
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**How we develop?**

1. **You’ve an App Idea!**
   - We create a user story by asking the questions

2. **Prototype**
   - We create wireframes to identify problems before they arise

3. **Feature Set**
   - We define the elements as development guidelines for coding

4. **Graphic Design**
   - We refine the appearance of elements till you’re pleased

5. **App Development**
   - Our approach to programming in iterations improving in each stage

6. **Beta Release**
   - For your review purpose, we setup the app at staging within a limited group

7. **App Store Launch**
   - The new app is ready for download
At Pccube Softtech, our developers & designers are highly proficient & creative to work on any type of application. Our team has already developed various types of apps that include:

- Business
- Health & Fitness
- Entertainment
- Maps & Navigation
- Finance
- Shopping
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BY WHOM?

- Project Manager
- Technical Lead
- Senior Developer
- Junior Developer
- Senior Designer
- Senior QA Tester
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PORTFOLIO

Our mobile app developers have shown their talent for 20+ clients. Some of the examples of mobile apps developed by our team are:

- Help plus India
- AB assistant
- Business Card Holder
- MBCP
- Efforts Tracker

For more portfolio click on following link

http://www.pccubesofttech.com/Mobile-Apps-Portfolio.php
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IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE DO NOT HESITATE TO CONTACT US

INFO@PCCUBESOFTTECH.COM
+91 8347168067

PCCUBESOFTTECH@OUTLOOK.COM
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